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College officials meet with Ministry 
staff to discuss university/colleges role 

President Rich 10hnston, Vice-President of 
Instruction Gary Bauslaugh, Vice-President of 
Administration and Bursar Edwin Deas, and 
representatives of the other two university 
colleges (Okanagan and Cariboo Colleges) 
attended a meeting called by Deputy Minister 
Gary Mullins and Director of College Support 
Services & International Education Nick 
Rubidge, on Monday,October 29. 

The Ministry called the meeting to discuss 
the future of the university/colleges and related 
programming issues, funding, and scholarly 
research because the Ministry feels that 
decisions made today will affect the 
institutions 10 - 15 years from now. 

Gary Mullins emphasized that it would be 
many years before the population base for any 
of the university/colleges is sufficient to justify 
the creation of research-based institutions. He 
indicated that, instead, he sees the role of the 
university/colleges as that of strong 
teaching-based institutions. Mullins said that 
the Province's goal continues to be 'excellence 
in post-secondary education'; however, he felt 
that this cannot be achieved with 
research-based institutions that deliver less 
than 5,000 to 10,000 FfE (the 
university/colleges deliver less than 4,000 
FfE" each.) Allowing the university/colleges 
to become full-fledged, rese"arch-based 
universities, in his opinion, would result in a 
proliferation of second and third rate 
institutions, and he felt that the Province does 
not have the "population threshold for an 
increased number of research institutions." 

The Deputy Minister said that all indicators 
show a modest growth in the Gross National 
Product (GNP), while, at the same time" 
demands for higher education will increase at a 
faster rate. As a result, he foresees some shift 
of funding from public to private sources and 
is looking at a number of alternative delivery' 
methods, while still maintaining vital, exciting 
and affordable institutions. 

He made it clear that the funding of the 
university/colleges cannot be higher than that 
of the universities. Currently, funding for third ' 
and fourth year programs at university/colleges 
is 25 per cent higher than that of corresponding 
university programs; this differential in 
funding will not increase and probably will ' 
decline, according to Mullins. " 

He said that it is, therefore, important to 
look at ways to make university/colleges 

competitive with universities in terms of the 
cost of program delivery. It is particularly 
important that university/colleges try to find 
different -approaches to degree-completion 
programming, approaches that will be 
affordable in the college context, but will be of 
high quality. For example, the 
university/colleges should explore program 
possibilities which do not require the same 
proliferation of electives that occur in the 
universities. 

Mullins sees the central issue as that of 
scholarly research. He felt that the three " 
university/colleges need to work together on 
the issue of scholarly research, and that the 
ratio of scholarly activity to teaching must be 
different from that at universities because the 
colleges will most likely not be able to match 
the university costs without such advantages as 
teaching assistants. 

The Ministry is planning to develop an 
"Integrated System Plan" which will serve as a 
framework to determine the roles and future 
directions of universities and colleges. This 
"evolution of the system" exercise will involve 
workshops, symposia, conferences, individual 
planning processes, and a steering committee 
of about 15 persons, drawn from a variety of 
sources, with a respected educator as chair. 
The outcome may require some legislative 
changes. 

"We came away from this meeting with the 
feeling that the Ministry supports the approach 
we're taking with the degree completion 
programs," said Rich 10hnston. "The 
multi-disciplinary studies format of our new 
Liberal Studies degree program, for example, 
provides for a fixed-core program that 
minimizes the requirement for electives, and 
reduces the need for proliferation of electives;' 
he said. 

A more ominous note was sounded when 
Ministry officials indicated a growing interest 
in the privatization of vocational programs. 

"In this time of increased emphasis on " 
degree programs it is particularly important 
that we retain our commitment to 
comprehensiveness as a College," 10hnston 
said. 

''We have a long and honourable history as 
an institute offering a wide range of vocational 
programs, and we intend to take all reasonable 
steps to defend and maintain that 
programming. " 


